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Yearling Buck Management
in New York
Results and Outcomes of a Structured 
Decision Making Process

February 2016

Note: This slide show was presented by DEC to representatives of several New York hunting, conservation, and other stakeholder organizations on February 2 and 4, 2016.  
Text annotations may be viewed by placing your cursor over the small message icon          in the upper left corner of the slides.

Presentation Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide show was presented by DEC biologists to representatives of several New York hunting, conservation, and other stakeholder organizations on February 2 and 4, 2016. Groups included: NY Sportsmen’s Advisory Council, NYS Conservation Council, NYS Fish & Wildlife Management Board, NYS Whitetail Management Coalition, NY Bowhunters Inc., Conservation Fund Advisory Board, Quality Deer Management Assoc., NY Outdoor News, NYS Muzzleloaders Assoc., The Nature Conservancy, Audubon NYInvited but could not attend:NYS Farm Bureau 
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Yearling Buck Management – A Social Issue

Not biologically necessary
• healthy adult sex ratio
• healthy breeding activity

No tangible benefit to:
• hunting participation
• safety
• increased antlerless harvest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New York’s deer herd is in good health. Productivity data (such as fawns per female, conception rates and conception dates), body condition indices (such as antler beam diameters) and pre-hunting season adult sex ratios all reflect a healthy deer population with no biological need to reduce harvest rates of yearling bucks. Potential actions to reduce harvest of yearling bucks in New York were considered because of the desire expressed by many hunters for more older bucks with larger antlers.DEC’s evaluation of the Pilot Antler Restriction program in southeastern New York did not find significant impacts on hunting participation or antlerless harvests (www.dec.ny.gov/docs/wildlife_pdf/arsummary11.pdf). 
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Why is this an issue?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In NY’s buck harvest, about 50% are yearlings (on left), about 30% are 2.5 years old (middle) and about 20% are ≥3.5 years old (right)Yearlings bucks are the most numerous, most visible, and most vulnerable, so they generally make up a large portion of the buck harvest.  For bucks to obtain larger bodies and antlers, they mostly just need opportunity to get olderFor bucks to get older, hunters have to forego shooting the young ones, either by choice or rule
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Why is this an issue?

“We don't shoot any younger than 2.5 year old 
bucks. Problem is that surrounding hunters 
don't practice the same thing.”

“Any buck we get is a trophy, whether it is 
a spike or ten point.”

“I want to get a buck for the meat and don't 
really care about large antlers.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New York hunters have a diversity of opinions about buck hunting.The issue has essentially boiled down to some hunters wanting greater opportunity to take older bucks and desiring that DEC restrict all hunters from taking small bucks.  While other hunters just want the freedom to choose what type of buck they want to harvest.
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Why is this an issue?

55% greatly value a better chance to take a large antlered buck, BUT
57% greatly value maintaining their freedom to choose.

33% interested in older bucks & supportive of restrictions
35% interested in any buck & not supportive of restrictions
17% value freedom but are supportive of restrictions

Hunters have complex views and values.

Siemer and Decker, 2015

Bishop and LaMere, 2015

Photo: John Major

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/27663.html for links to the cited reports.
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Why is this an issue?

58%
16%

26%

Buck Hunting Rules

41%

25%

34%

Opportunity to Take
a Big Buck

Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Neither

Photo: Dick Thomas

Hunters have complex views and values.

Siemer and Decker, 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results of a statewide deer hunter survey conducted in 2013.  See www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/27663.html for a link to the report
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Why is this an issue?

• 5 advocacy groups to lobby ARs 
• NYS Conservation Council & NY Farm 

Bureau oppose mandatory ARs
• > 5 formal requests for regulation & 

2 legislative bills
• 60 FOIL requests ≈ hundreds of hours of staff time
• Hundreds of letters to hunters and legislators
• 10 public surveys, dozens of public meetings

The debate has been divisive 
and time consuming.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“ARs” = antler restrictions
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Encourage various strategies to reduce 
harvest of young bucks (≤1.5 years old) in 
accordance with hunter desires.

Use objective criteria to determine and 
evaluate optimal strategies for reducing 
harvest of yearling bucks…

NYS Deer Management Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple approaches to reducing harvest of young bucks – both regulatory and non-regulatory – and the purpose for potentially changing buck age structure in NY is directly tied to hunter desires.   Our challenge was to find the “optimal” strategy that best balances competing objectives of hunters while also accounting for potential impacts on other aspects of deer management.To view the New York State Deer Management Plan, go to:  www.dec.ny.gov/animals/7211.html#DeerPlan
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Elements of Structured Decision Making 
for Yearling Buck Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDM is just an organized process to breakdown elements of a decision.  We do it all the time without much thought, like when deciding where to go for dinner.  The SDM process is really helpful with complex decisions.Using dinner as an example, suppose a group of 10 people are making a restaurant choice.  They may have multiple objectives (eat quickly, eat a filling meal, and eat healthy food) with multiple options (restaurants that provide predominantly fast food, steak & potatoes, or salad).  The group weighs their options against their objectives.  For example, the fast food option is quick but it is not nutritious and may not be filling.  Then, the group decides which objective is most important.  Identifying the elements of the decision and tradeoffs helps the group make a decision that best balances their objectives.
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Buck Management Zones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than consider potential buck management changes in a one-size-fits-all approach, we sought to regionalize the decision process, recognizing that there are regional differences in hunter desires and deer population conditions.  However, using individual Wildlife Management Units (WMUs) could result in a terribly complex patchwork of hunting rules.  So, we analyzed ecological, deer harvest and management data to identify logical groupings of WMUs as Buck Management Zones for this decision process.Deer Data:  yearling antler beam diameter, fawn : doe ratios, buck take per square mileEnvironmental Data:  landcover, crop productivity index, winter severity
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Objectives

1.  Hunter Satisfaction
• Maximize opportunity to encounter and shoot 

a big buck
• … any buck
• … any deer
• other factors (hunting opportunity, complexity)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buck management in NY is principally a social issue.  So for the decision making process, the foremost objective was to maximize hunter satisfaction.  However, hunter satisfaction is influenced by many factors.  Thus this primary objective was broken down into 4 sub-objectives related to maximizing hunter opportunity to encounter and shoot a big buck (2.5 years or older, with larger antlers), an antlered buck of any age or size, or any deer (antlerless or antlered).  The “big buck” sub-objective allowed the process to capture input from hunters that really value seeing and taking older bucks with larger antlers. The “any buck” sub-objective allowed the process to reflect the values of hunters who desire to maintain their freedom to choose which type of buck to harvest.  The “any deer” sub-objective was important to include, because in portions of NY, deer populations are low.  Hunter attitudes for changing buck hunting rules in these areas may be influenced by their limited opportunity to take antlerless deer and current low frequency of opportunity to take bucks.Finally, hunter satisfaction is also influenced by other factors such as their opportunity to be in the field, opportunity to take more than one buck per year, having simple hunting rules, and being able to easily see if a buck is legal to shoot.
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2.  Population Management 
• Minimize impact on population 

management and monitoring

3.  Minimize Costs
• enforcement & compliance costs
• education & outreach costs

Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changing the way hunters pursue bucks may have other impacts, so it was important for us to also include objectives related to population management and implementation costs.  These were less important objectives, but nonetheless are central to identifying the best management strategy.
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• Mandatory ARs – all seasons (except Youth Hunt)
• Mandatory ARs (partial) – all of bow season through 1st

week of the regular firearms season
• 1-buck bag limit
• Shorten regular season by 1 week in 

Southern Zone; 2 weeks in Northern Zone
• Actively promote voluntary ARs
• No change

Photo: Dick Thomas

Management Alternatives
…more than one way to satisfy the objectives!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though most of the discussion of buck management strategies over the years has focused on whether or not to implement mandatory antler restrictions (MARs), we know there are a variety of strategies that could reduce harvest of young bucks.  Most of the alternatives on this list have been suggested by hunters at one point or another over the years. These 6 alternatives provide a potential range of impact on the three objectives.  For example, you can readily perceive how each of these 6 alternatives would differentially affect the potential future ability of hunters to see and take older, larger bucks, or their freedom to choose which type of buck they can take, or their opportunity to be in the field, etc.
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Population Model 
- relative effect

DEC biologist & law enforcement input
- relative costs

Hunter Survey 
- relative importance

Tools for Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just want to remind us where we are in the SDM process.  We’ve recognized the problem, identified 3 primary objectives, listed 6 potential alternatives.  The next step is to evaluate the impact of each alternative on each objective.Because population management and some components of hunter satisfaction are influenced by the abundance and age/sex composition of the deer population, we created a population model to depict likely outcomes of each alternative. To assess how each alternative may affect the various aspects of hunter satisfaction, we surveyed a random selection of hunters across the state.  The survey gathered specific information about what aspects of hunting hunters value, and how important those aspects of hunting are to them.
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Photo: Dave Spier

Photo: Dick Thomas

Deer Population Model – 5 year

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All alternatives affect harvest rates to varying degrees and thus influence subsequent population and harvest structure.  Some alternatives affect harvest rate of all bucks (e.g., 1-buck/hunter rule, shorter season), while other alternatives would change the harvest rate for specific age classes of bucks (e.g., mandatory antler restrictions).Additionally, some alternatives may affect overall population size more so than others.  In most of the state, modest population growth is not a problem or could be readily addressed with increased issuance of deer management permits.  But in some areas, reducing the deer population is already very difficult and any additional population growth is counterproductive for appropriate management.The population model helps explain the likely impact of each alternative on the Hunter Satisfaction & Deer Management objectives.Data inputs:sex ratios, age structure, productivity,�harvest rates, winter mortalityData sources: NY and other northern statesUsed ranges to incorporate uncertainty
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Mohawk Valley 

Deer Population Model

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This and the next 2 slides display outputs of the population model based on data from the Mohawk Valley Buck Management Zone.  Similar outputs were generated for each Buck Management Zone to help explain how each of the alternatives would affect each of the elements of hunter satisfaction and other objectives.On this chart, the blue bars represent the predicted relative change in the take of older bucks likely caused by each alternative after a 5 year period.  The red line is a reference point even with the “no change” alternative and allows you to see that MARs (mandatory antler restrictions), 1-buck, and Voluntary Restraint are predicted to yield an increase in the take of older bucks relative to the “no change” option.  However, it is clear that mandatory antler restrictions would yield the greatest relative increase (more than 2-fold) in take of older bucks.This chart helps explain the impact of the alternatives on the “big buck” component of hunter satisfaction – maximize opportunity to encounter and shoot an older, larger-antlered buck.
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Mohawk Valley 

Deer Population Model

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart represents the predicted relative change in total buck take, and again, the red line is a reference point even with the “no change” alternative.  From this you can see that our model predicts relatively little difference in total buck take among the six alternatives after a 5 year period, there would be a small, roughly 10%, reduction in total buck take with a mandatory antler restriction program, assuming overall populations remained stable. This chart helps explain the impact of the alternatives on hunters’ opportunity to encounter and shoot any antlered buck.  However, part of the “any buck” objective relates to hunters’ desire to maintain their freedom of choice.  Freedom of choice can’t be measured by a population model but is impacted by restrictions potentially imposed by a rule change.  We’ll illustrate this in a moment.
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Mohawk Valley 

Deer Population Model

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This third chart represents output of the population model that predicts the relative change in total deer abundance.  The red line is a reference point even with the “no change” alternative.  As you see, in this zone, the model predicts relatively little difference in total population growth among the six alternatives after a 5 year period.  There would likely be a very minor increase in population with the MARs alternative due to increased survival of young bucks, but in this zone, that could easily be countered by increased antlerless harvest. This chart helps explain the impact of the alternatives on the objective to minimize impact on DEC’s ability to manage deer populations.  And, as noted, in this zone, the data indicate there should be no concern about the impact of the alternatives on population growth.
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Relative Costs

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third primary objective of the SDM process was to minimize costs associated with enforcement and public outreach/education.  To evaluate the relative impact of the alternatives, we asked DEC law enforcement to rank the alternatives from most least costly to most costly.  For these evaluation, cost is not an actual monetary estimate but simply a relative cost or impact in terms of time and energy.  �As you see, these relative costs are fairly intuitive.  Partial mandatory antler restrictions (for part of the season only) would be a complex rule and require more effort for law enforcement to ensure compliance.  In contrast, a shorter firearms season would mean that law enforcement officers would be focused on deer hunters for a shorter period of time each fall.
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Relative Costs

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the relative costs of each alternative on efforts to inform hunters about the changes is fairly intuitive.  Partial mandatory antler restrictions and promotion of voluntary restraint (voluntary antler restrictions) would incur the most cost relative to no change.From a population monitoring perspective, the buck kill per square mile is a key index used to monitor deer population trends.  Buck harvest strategies that affect hunter selectivity or reduce harvest of a segment of the buck population (MARs and partial MARs) would impact this index more strongly than other changes.
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Relative Impact

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, as we have mentioned, maintaining the freedom to choose what type of buck to harvest is a core value for many hunters.  This falls under the hunter satisfaction objective of “maximize opportunity to encounter and take any buck.”  Though the population model could predict relative impact on total buck availability and harvest with each management alternative, the population model doesn’t address this concept of freedom of choice.  However, it is clear that the various alternatives would impact this freedom differently, and this chart just illustrates that impact.
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• What do hunters value?  
- objectives not alternatives

• Not a vote – tried that before

• 7,000 surveys mailed, fall of 2013

• 40% response rate

Hunter Survey

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because hunter values were fundamental to the decision process, we needed to objectively assess hunter values.  We did this by working with the Human Dimensions Research Unit at Cornell University to conduct a survey of New York hunters.  Hunters identified in which Wildlife Management Unit they primarily hunt, and this allowed us to separate out the survey responses into the 7 buck management zones.  Responses from the Suffolk-Westchester zone were combined with the Southeastern zone to achieve necessary sample sizes.The primary purpose of the survey was to assess hunter values related to the 4 component objectives of hunter satisfaction.  In the survey, hunters rated and ranked the relative importance of various aspects of hunting.  For example, a hunter may have indicated that he/she felt it is important to have the opportunity to take a big buck or any buck.  Since this is potentially conflicting, the survey then asked hunters to rank which of these aspects of hunting they valued the most.Additionally, the survey provided information about:current satisfaction levelsimportance of reducing harvest of young buckscurrent degree to which hunters are voluntarily passing up shots at young, small-antlered bucksThe survey did not ask hunters to vote on their preferred buck management alternative.  We tried something like that in a 2010 survey (www.dec.ny.gov/docs/wildlife_pdf/hdrudeer10.pdf) and mandatory antler restrictions and promoting voluntary restraint were both favored by a slight majority of hunters.  So the results did not provide clear direction.  Plus, we found that a simple vote doesn’t adequately consider the tradeoffs and diverse values that hunters have about buck hunting.
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Hunter Survey

Evaluating Alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over 50% of hunters voluntarily pass on young bucks over 50% of the time.
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What do hunters value?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These data were the principal survey products used in the structured decision making analysis.  As you can see, there are only slight differences among buck management zones and within buck management zones there weren’t very strong differences in how hunters valued the four components of hunter satisfaction. Though individual hunters may be polarized in their opinions on potential buck management strategies, as a whole, hunters value many aspects of hunting.
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What do hunters value?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking closely at hunter values in the Southeastern and Suffolk-Westchester zones, hunters valued opportunity to see and take big bucks and any buck nearly the same.
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1. Maximize Hunter Satisfaction  75%
• Maximize opportunity for a big buck
• Maximize opportunity for any buck
• Maximize opportunity for any deer
• Maximize other related satisfaction 

2. Minimize Deer Population Impacts 15%
3. Minimize Management Cost  10%

Trade-offs (weighting the objectives)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step in the Structured Decision Making process is to weigh the objectives – how important is each objective to the overall decision.  Going back to the dinner example: how important is a nutritious meal vs your time vs your full belly?Because buck harvest management is principally a social issue with some management implications, we weighted the objectives accordingly.  Weights on the various components of hunter satisfaction were determined by hunters themselves in our survey.
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Results for Mohawk Valley
To illustrate the process

Which 
alternative 

achieves the 
highest relative 

score?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results of the SDM process are generated as the sum of how each alternative achieves each objective multiplied by the weight placed on the objective.  To interpret this visually, we laid out the relative scores on this bar graph.  The longer the line, the better the alternative achieves that particular objective.  As more objectives are considered, the lines will grow according to how each alternative affects the objective and how much the objective was weighted in the process.In this first graph, in relation to the objective to maximize hunter satisfaction related to the opportunity to encounter and take a big buck (older buck with larger antlers), it is clear that the mandatory antler restriction option would best achieve that objective.   So if the only thing considered in the analysis was the likely impact on producing more older deer or if the only thing hunters valued was Big Bucks, the optimal choice in this case would be clear.
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Results for Mohawk Valley
To illustrate the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the longer the line, the better that alternative achieves the multiple objectives.  Now we’ve added in the impact of the alternatives on the hunter satisfaction component related to maximizing opportunity to see and take any buck, including hunter values for freedom of choice.  A mandatory antler restriction program, during all or part of the season, compromises hunters’ freedom of choice.  However, when considering both objectives and the weight placed on those objectives, MARs is still ahead, but other alternatives are gaining ground.
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Results for Mohawk Valley
To illustrate the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third hunter satisfaction component related to opportunity to see and take any deer was the most important satisfaction objective for hunters in the Mohawk Valley, but going back to the population model output, there was relative little predicted difference of the alternatives on this objective.  Thus it didn’t contribute substantially to the outcome.
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Results for Mohawk Valley
To illustrate the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final hunter satisfaction component related to time afield, bag limits and complexity was slightly less important to hunters, but the differences among alternatives were much more substantial.  Note: in the SZ, hunters generally valued maintaining the existing season length more than maintaining a 2 buck bag limit.  Thus a shorter season did not achieve the “other satisfaction” objective as well as a 1-buck rule, but both of these were less consistent with hunter values than other alternatives that wouldn’t affect time afield or bag limits.
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Results for Mohawk Valley
To illustrate the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Population growth was not a concern in the Mohawk Valley, but impacts of the alternatives on population monitoring does have an effect.
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Results for Mohawk Valley

Outcome

No Change

To illustrate the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the last objective was to minimize costs of education and enforcement.  The No Change, 1-buck and Shorter Season alternatives were predicted to be the least costly for education, outreach, and enforcement, thus they best achieved the cost objective. Considering all alternatives together, and the relative weight placed on them, the SDM process identified the No Change alternative as the optimal strategy which best balanced hunter values and DEC’s concerns in this Buck Management Zone.Vol. Restraint was the 2nd most optimal alternative and would be the most optimal if the cost element was not considered.
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Summary of Results

No Change
(2nd - Vol. Restraint)

No Change
(2nd - MARs full season)

No Change
(2nd - Shorter Season)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the SDM process identified the No Change alternative as the optimal approach in all other buck management zones.  
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Summary of Results – Benefits of SDM

Hunter values drive the decision

Adaptive Process

Outcome not sensitive to minor 
variation in biological or survey data

If we exclude concern for population 
growth or cost, results stay as “No 
Change” or “Voluntary Restraint”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SDM process emphasized hunter values in the decision process.  The No Change alternative was identified as the optimal strategy largely because hunter values were fairly mixed and didn’t strongly lean in any particular direction.  If hunter values were different, the outcome would have been different.  For example, in the Southeastern zone, if hunters valued big bucks slightly more and valued any buck or freedom of choice slightly less, the optimal strategy would have been mandatory antler restrictions.  
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Existing AR program… no changes planned

Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we see that expanding mandatory antler restrictions is not supported by the structure decision making analysis, the next question for some hunters is “What’s going to happen with the existing antler restriction program in southeastern NY?”For the time being, no changes are planned.  Past survey work found that hunters in the existing antler restriction units favored continuing the program, even though the program had largely not met their expectations.  However, buck harvest trends in the surrounding area has been changing, with hunters now voluntarily taking fewer young bucks and focusing more on older bucks than previously.  As that trend continues or accelerates, eventually the difference between the units with mandatory antler restrictions and those without will become less noticeable, and it may be appropriate to consider other options.
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Encouraging Voluntary Restraint

Hunters want more large bucks
AND 

the freedom to choose.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SDM process identified No Change as the best alternative.  However, in light of the desire of many hunters to see more older-age bucks in the population, DEC plans to increase its efforts statewide to encourage hunters to voluntarily pass up shots at younger, small-antlered bucks.Many New York hunters are already practicing voluntary restraint, and their efforts are making a difference.  Hunters in New York are now taking more older-age bucks than ever before.  The number of 3 year old and older bucks taken in recent years is up about 30 percent compared to the early 2000s and up approximately 80 percent from the early 1990s.  Similarly, other states have seen dramatic shifts in harvest toward older, larger-antlered bucks with active promotion of voluntary restraint by the state wildlife agency and partner organizations.  It is clear that hunter choices matter!
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Encouraging Voluntary Restraint

From the Deer Plan

Educate hunters on their impact
Hunter Choices Matter!

Provide physical information about bucks
Enhance Data Collection to Inform Choices

Promote landowner-hunter co-ops
Foster Collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward with an approach to encourage voluntary restraint is consistent with several strategies previously identified in NY’s Deer Management Plan (www.dec.ny.gov/animals/7211.html#DeerPlan; see page 21).In fact, even this past fall DEC began collecting additional data from hunter harvested bucks that we hope to use to better describe what hunters can expect in different parts of the state if they allow young bucks to get a year or two older.
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Encouraging Voluntary Restraint

Consistent with public attitudes about hunting
Support hunting for meat, not trophies

Focus on more than antlers
Importance of habitat and 
population management 

Photo: Dick Thomas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encouraging hunters to voluntarily pass up shots at young bucks is also more in line with attitudes of the general public about hunting, as programs that mandate antler restrictions may be viewed as promoting a trophy hunting mentality, which receives very little support from the non-hunting public.Additionally, rather than simply focus on antlers, hunters are encouraged to embrace their important role in population management and the benefit of effective deer control on minimizing ecological and social impacts.  Balancing deer populations with the habitat, and improving habitat quality through proper silviculture and other techniques, will likewise improve deer condition.DEC intends to work with several leading sportsmen groups across the state to educate hunters and the public on the important role of hunters in deer management, the impacts of their harvest choices, and the likely changes in the deer population as more and more hunters voluntarily refrain from taking young bucks.
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Photo: Dick Thomas

Buck Harvest Management
www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/27663.html

Encouraging Voluntary Restraint

Discussion:
• Q & A on SDM

• How can you help 
make Voluntary 
Restraint most 
effective?
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Results for Adirondacks:

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Lake Plains

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Mohawk Valley:

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Northwestern:

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Southeastern:

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Southern Tier:

Outcome

No Change
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Results for Suffolk-Westchester:

Outcome

No Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of existing laws that limit the hunting season framework and set the “regular season” as bow-only in Suffolk and Westchester Counties, we did not include the Shorter Season or Partial MARs alternatives in this zone.




